SHUSWAP LAKE
INTEGRATED
PLANNING PROCESS
— Final Report —

Executive Summary

The Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning Process (SLIPP) was launched in
2006 when senior government staff began meeting to collaboratively
address issues of development, water quality and recreation on Shuswap
and Mara Lakes. A planning process was subsequently launched with
participation from four orders of government, multiple agencies and the
public. In 2008 the Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning Process: Strategic
Plan for Shuswap and Mara Lakes was completed.
Early in 2011, local governments in the Shuswap pledged $1 million
to a three-year SLIPP pilot project to undertake implementation of the
Strategic Plan. From April 2011 – March 2014, SLIPP implemented most
of the goals and strategies set out in the Plan.
Key achievements of the pilot project include:
•	A unique governance and decision-making structure for the program,
involving four local government funders from the Shuswap region, a
neighbouring local government, First Nations, BC Ministry of Agriculture,
technical agencies with representation from provincial and federal
ministries, community watershed organizations and members of the
general public
•	Inter-agency collaboration on Shuswap watershed issues that led to
improvements in the provincial development application process
•	Comprehensive water quality monitoring, analysis and reporting on the
lakes and major tributaries
•	A review of key recreational management issues in the region and
possible management options
• Research and education to support watershed health.
The SLIPP pilot project demonstrated the value of collaboration among
the agencies responsible for water, land, wildlife, and public health
and safety in the Shuswap, and collaboration with other key interests.
The approach has helped break down silos, improve inter-agency
communication and undertake work that would otherwise be beyond
the capacity of any one body. This is a particularly valuable approach for
research, monitoring, education and community volunteerism to support
the health of the watershed.
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SLIPP
Partner Agencies

Introduction
In 2006 the Province of British Columbia began working with local
governments, First Nations, public agencies and communities of
the Shuswap region on a collaborative, multi-agency planning and
management process for Shuswap and Mara Lakes. This initiative was
known as the Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning Process (SLIPP). The intent
of the partner organizations is reflected in the SLIPP vision statement:
Working together to sustain the health and prosperity of the Shuswap and
Mara lakes.
SLIPP was initiated in response to intense pressure on the lakes from
increased development that began in the 1990s. Questions had been
raised about how best to monitor and protect water quality, minimize
development impacts on fish and wildlife, and avoid conflicts among
recreational users on the lakes.
The issues were set against a complicated regulatory environment in which
federal, provincial and local government authorities had intersecting
responsibilities for these water bodies and the surrounding area.
Representatives of the key agencies in SLIPP explored ways to address
issues on the lakes. There was interest in bringing land and water use
planning and governance issues affecting the Shuswap watershed to a
single table. The aim was to have the agencies share information and
identify cross-cutting issues in the region that can be best addressed
through collaboration.
This report summarizes the work and accomplishments of SLIPP, which was
implemented through a three-year pilot project (April 2011- March 2014).

Thirteen agencies from the
four orders of government were
engaged in the development
and implementation of the
Shuswap Lake Integrated
Planning Process. The planning
process involved all agencies
and governments that have
a mandate for water, land,
wildlife, and public health and
safety – and also included the
participation of community
groups, businesses and
individuals.
The partner agencies in
SLIPP were:
• BC Ministry of Agriculture
•	BC Ministry of Environment,
including BC Parks and
Conservation Officer Service
•	BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource
Operations
•	Columbia Shuswap Regional
District (CSRD)
• City of Salmon Arm
• District of Sicamous
• Fisheries and Oceans Canada
• Interior Health Authority
•	North Okanagan Regional
District
•	Royal Canadian Mounted
Police
• Shuswap Nation Tribal Council
•	Thompson-Nicola Regional
District (TNRD)
• Transport Canada.
The Fraser Basin Council (FBC)
provided secretariat support for
SLIPP from its inception. FBC’s
role was extended to include
program management in
2013-2014.
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A Strategic Plan
for the Shuswap
The SLIPP partner agencies focused on issues that affect
the major lakes of the region (Shuswap, Little Shuswap
and Mara) and lake shorelines.
Early in the process, SLIPP hosted several town hall
meetings to collect input from all parties. A vision
statement and three goals were created to identify
desired outcomes for the lakes.
Critical input came from SLIPP’s Technical Teams
(staff from partner agencies) and from Public Advisory
Committees, which represented many interests in the
region. The process ensured that the SLIPP Strategic Plan

The Strategic Plan is
available on the
SLIPP website:
www.slippbc.com

would complement the region’s existing plans (such as
official community plans), be feasible for implementation,
and have public support. Read more about the Technical
Teams and Public Advisory Committees in the next
section.
The planning process was facilitated by a consultant and
overseen by a steering committee of senior agency staff.
The Shuswap Lake Integrated Planning Process: Strategic
Plan for Shuswap and Mara Lakes was finalized in 2008.
The next step was to secure the commitments, financial
resources and structure needed to implement the plan.

GOALS OF THE SLIPP STRATEGIC PLAN
1.	Development that respects the environment as well as economic
and social interests
2.	Water quality that supports public and environmental health
3.	Desirable recreation experiences that are safe and sustainable.

SUPPORTING STRATEGIES
These are the strategies in support of the
Strategic Plan Goals:

Four cross-cutting strategies were aimed at improving
communication and coordination of the agencies:

•	Develop an inter-agency water quality monitoring and
reporting program

• Create a Professional and Scientific Advisory Group

• Eliminate boat discharge on the lakes

• Create a Shuswap Lake integrated response process

•	Create a comprehensive foreshore and upland area site
sensitivity map for Shuswap and Mara Lakes

•	Establish a coordinated annual education,
compliance and enforcement planning process

•	Form an inter-agency technical committee to manage
cross-agency development applications and lake issues

•	Engage stakeholders in education, compliance and
enforcement activities.

• Improve the development application review process
•	Create a model for assessing cumulative impacts on
the lakes
• Create a Professional and Scientific Advisory Group
•	Develop a recreation management plan for Shuswap
and Mara Lakes
•	Develop a recreation use monitoring and
reporting program.

left & right photo credits: bc hydro / christopher porter
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The SLIPP Pilot Project
In early 2011, local governments in the Shuswap region pledged $1 million
to a SLIPP pilot project to implement the Strategic Plan.
The pilot project was funded through a three-year financial commitment
(April 1, 2011 – March 31, 2014) from the Columbia Shuswap Regional
District (CSRD), the Thompson-Nicola Regional District (TNRD) and the
City of Salmon Arm, and a one-year contribution (April 1, 2011 – March 31,
2012) from the District of Sicamous. The funds came from the federal gas
tax fund that is administered through the Union of BC Municipalities and
allocated to individual regional districts and municipalities.
These financial commitments were in addition to in-kind contributions
(labour and supplies) from SLIPP agency partners, which devoted staff
resources to implementing the Strategic Plan. During the three-year
pilot project, SLIPP also secured some additional grant funding from
other sources.

GOVERNANCE AND DECISION-MAKING
A Steering Committee was created to oversee the pilot project. It
included representation from the CSRD, TNRD, City of Salmon Arm,
District of Sicamous, Shuswap Nation Tribal Council, Regional District
of North Okanagan, Public Advisory Committees and Technical Teams.
Representatives from the BC Ministry of Agriculture and two watershed
stewardship organizations were later added to the Steering Committee.
Three Technical Teams were composed of staff from the SLIPP partner
agencies that have responsibilities for water, land, wildlife and public
health and safety. The agency representatives worked cooperatively on
issues and offered the Steering Committee an operational perspective. The
work of each Technical Team was aligned with one of the three goals of the
Strategic Plan.
The three Public Advisory Committees (PACs) facilitated ongoing public
engagement in implementation of the Strategic Plan. The work of each PAC
also aligned with one of the three goals of the Strategic Plan.
The PACs represented a broad spectrum of interests.

The following groups were invited to participate
on one or more Public Advisory Committees:
•	Community/neighbourhood associations
• Business and industry
›T
 ourism operations – marinas,
houseboat companies
›B
 uilders, dock-builders, excavators
›A
 ppraisal, real estate and
strata management
•	Environmental and stewardship groups
• Agriculture industry
•	Utilities and water system operators
•	Waste management associations
•	Qualified Environmental Professionals
• Recreation associations
• Public at large
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IMPLEMENTATION
Implementation work was undertaken primarily through the Technical Teams, which reported to
the Steering Committee. Some components of the plan were implemented with the leadership or
assistance of consultants, volunteers or the Public Advisory Committees.
For a look at work completed under each goal and supporting strategies, see pages 11-14 of this
report. See also a summary table on page 14.

PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
Until January 2013, a consultant program manager was responsible for such tasks as facilitating
meetings of the Steering Committee, technical team and PACs; developing/coordinating work
plans; carrying out public communications and reporting, including quarterly reports to funders;
and overseeing financial administration and contract management.
The Fraser Basin Council served as the secretariat for the duration of the pilot project, and
became program manager from January 2013 to March 2014.

SLIPP STEERING COMMITTEE MEMBERSHIP

“Governance is the dual process of
decision-making and holding decisionmakers to account. It involves individuals,
institutions (public and private), and civil
society; it is the who and the how. Behind the
concept of governance are the notions of learning
and adapting to change, and building social
resilience to address an increasingly uncertain
future.”

Pilot Project Steering Committee

Representatives

Columbia Shuswap Regional District

4

Thompson-Nicola Regional District

2

City of Salmon Arm

1

District of Sicamous

1

Shuswap Nation Tribal Council

2

Regional District of North Okanagan

2

Public Advisory Committees*

1

Technical Teams *

1

BC Ministry of Agriculture **

1

Salmon River Watershed Roundtable **

1

Lower Shuswap Stewardship Society **

1

Total

17

* Added to the Steering Committee in 2012
** Added to the Steering Committee in 2014

– A Blueprint for Watershed Governance in
British Columbia, POLIS Project on Ecological
Governance, 2014, page x.
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Key Outcomes of
the Pilot Project
“In British Columbia, community
and watershed-based groups are
getting increasingly involved
in decisions that affect their
local watersheds. This bottomup momentum attests to the
desire of communities and local
interests to have a more formal
and established role in watershed
governance, especially since
governments, at all levels, no
longer have the capacity to follow
through on their commitments to
protect watershed function and
resilience. In BC, the provincial
government has recognized this
desire by including provisions for
delegating certain governance
functions to local watershed
institutions and arrangements in
its legislative proposal for a new
Water Sustainability Act.”
– A Blueprint for Watershed Governance
in British Columbia, POLIS Project on
Ecological Governance, 2014, page vii

“Through SLIPP,
we met with staff
from other agencies who work
in the same geographic area but
have different responsibilities. We all
have information that the other needs.
We discuss issues, we better understand
what the other does, and we can make
better recommendations that way. We will
be able to continue this way of working
together into the future.”
– Keith Weir, BC Ministry of Forests,
Lands and Natural Resource
Operations
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“SLIPP was a
test of new ways for
communities and government
to cooperate in achieving a range of
social, economic and environmental
objectives. Due to the hard work
and dedication of many, SLIPP raised
awareness of the need for long-term
collaboration to achieve sustainability
in terms of the health of Shuswap
Lake and its residents.”
– Michael Crowe, Department of
Fisheries and Oceans

INTER-AGENCY COLLABORATION ON
SHUSWAP WATERSHED ISSUES
Effective collaboration among all the government agencies with mandates
for water, land, wildlife, and public health and safety in the Shuswap
region is one of SLIPP’s most important accomplishments.
This collaboration was reflected in the main SLIPP partnership, and in the
Steering Committee that oversaw the three-year pilot project.
SLIPP enabled representatives from the agencies in the region to meet,
build relationships, share information and data, improve coordination,
avoid duplication, consider community input, and make recommendations
for consideration by individual agencies. This collaborative approach was
aimed at ensuring that the Shuswap watershed remains a healthy place to
live, work and play over the long term.
It is important to emphasize that SLIPP was not a regulatory body and
had no decision-making or enforcement authority. Nor were any of its
recommendations a substitute for decision-making by partner agencies.
SLIPP took a number of steps in its communications to clarify this fact,
since there was confusion at times about the scope of its mandate among
some members of the public.
The SLIPP model of collaboration gave life to projects that would
be beyond the capacity of any one agency. In a perfect world, intergovernmental collaboration would be a given. In the real world, it takes
effort to break down silos, work together and achieve efficiencies.
The Water Sustainability Act that is now before the provincial Legislature
contemplates collaborative initiatives within watersheds. The SLIPP model
serves as a good example to others in BC of what is possible.

“SLIPP is one of
the best multi-party
processes we’ve ever
been involved in.”

The SLIPP model of collaboration gave life to
projects that would be beyond the capacity of any
one agency. In a perfect world, inter-governmental
collaboration would be a given; in the real world, it
takes effort to break down silos, work together and
achieve efficiencies.

– Ron Jules, Adams Lake
Indian Band

WATER QUALITY MONITORING AND REPORTING
Another important outcome of SLIPP was implementation of a comprehensive
water quality monitoring program in and around Shuswap and Mara Lakes.
The program complemented and
extended the monitoring work
undertaken by several SLIPP partner
agencies individually. Through a
collaborative effort, those agencies
were able to meet their own
monitoring responsibilities and also
watershed-wide objectives. They
were able to create efficiencies by
coordinating efforts, sharing data,
engaging volunteers, and eliminating
duplicate sampling.
Agencies gained access to a
comprehensive, updated set of data

to use when making decisions affecting
water quality. Reports on the data are
also publicly available online.

“One of SLIPP’s greatest
achievements was undertaking a
comprehensive three-year water
quality monitoring and analysis
project that was better than what
any regulatory agency does on
its own. This has given us a very
good understanding of the lakes’
limnology at this point in time.”

The 2011-2013 monitoring results
showed that water quality is good in
– Dennis Einarson,
most locations in and around Shuswap
BC Ministry of Environment
and Mara Lakes. In certain lake
locations, rivers and streams, however,
high concentrations of phosphorus,
nitrogen or fecal coliform bacteria
For more on water quality monitoring,
were found. This flagged a need for
see page 11.
a management strategy to prevent
deterioration of water quality in and
around the lakes.

IMPROVING THE DEVELOPMENT APPLICATION PROCESS
Another key outcome was improvement in the provincial development
application review process. This was aimed at reducing the burden on agencies
and proponents, improving the flow of information and increasing the
timeliness of decision-making. The mandates of regulatory agencies did not
change, but there is a now a “single window” for development applications
through FrontCounter BC, a service of the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and
Natural Resource Operations. As well, shoreline inventories have identified fish
habitat values in the Shuswap to help guide decisions on conservation, habitat
restoration and development.
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RESEARCH AND EDUCATION TO SUPPORT WATERSHED HEALTH
Throughout its work, SLIPP reported on its activities,
and developed and distributed research, reports and
educational materials to support individuals and
organizations wanting to improve the health of the
Shuswap watershed. The program distributed regular
communiqués, maintained a website, engaged the
public through social media, and maintained responsive
communication via email and telephone.
Some materials were produced for the public and were
widely distributed; others were produced as technical
reports or resources. All are housed and available online:
www.slippbc.com.

A key focus for SLIPP in
public engagement related
to shorelines and foreshore
health. Several resources
The SLIPP website:
explain the importance
www.slippbc.com
of shorelines for habitat
received over 31,000
and water quality and
visits during the
how to maintain or restore
pilot project
shorelines. SLIPP also
increased public awareness
about Crown ownership of
shorelines and the need to
acquire permits before
beginning foreshore modifications.

MATERIALS AND EVENTS FROM THE SHUSWAP LAKES INTEGRATED PLANNING PROCESS
• Plans
› Strategic Plan for Shuswap and Mara Lakes (2008)
› Integrated Water Quality Monitoring Plan for
Shuswap Lakes (2010)
› Annual Water Quality Monitoring Plan
› Recreation Management Plan (Draft)
•	Bi-annual newsletters with updates and highlights of
program activities
•	SLIPP media releases
•	Resources for healthy shorelines: Shoreline Care fact sheet;
list of Qualified Environmental Professionals in the Shuswap;
list of native plants for landscaping
• What is SLIPP? brochure
• Boat Greywater fact sheet
• Clean & Green Boating tips fact sheet

•	Steering Committee meeting summaries (posted online
beginning in January 2012; quarterly meetings were open to
public observation beginning March 2013)
•	Summaries and presentations from committee meetings
(note: members of the public were also welcome to attend
the 2013 all-committee meeting)
•	Quarterly reports to the Steering Committee, including
financial reports
• Technical reports
› SLIPP Water Quality Reports (2011, 2012 and 2013)
›S
 LIPP Water Quality: Sources of Nutrients Report (2014)
›E
 ducation, Compliance and Enforcement Activities Reports
(2008 – 2012)
› Review of Best Practices in Lake-Based Recreation
›R
 ecreation Management Plan Situation Analysis Report

• Recreation Management Plan: Backgrounder

›R
 ecreation Management Plan Intercept Survey Results Final
Report

•	Open house events (in conjunction with Columbia Shuswap
Regional District, August 2011)

›R
 eview of Grey Water Management Strategies to Improve
Public Health and Water Quality in Shuswap Lake (2009)

• Shoreline Care workshops (November 2011)

› Shoreline Management Guidelines

•	Interactive online map of Shuswap water quality monitoring
program

›S
 pecial Report Volume I: Inter-agency Development Review
Process

• Shuswap Watershed Atlas (online)
• Water Quality Summary Report for 2011-2012

›S
 pecial Report Volume II: Development Legislation and
Governance Framework Summary

•	Water Quality Summary Report for 2011-2013
(available mid-2014)

›N
 earshore Habitat Use by Spawning Lake Char and Rearing
Rainbow Trout in Shuswap, Little Shuswap, and Mara Lakes

Note: These resources and events were funded by SLIPP or with assistance from SLIPP. Find resources on the SLIPP web archive at www.slippbc.com.
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The SLIPP Strategic Plan –
How Did We Do?
GOAL 1: WATER QUALITY
THAT SUPPORTS PUBLIC AND
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

Here is a look at
the work of SLIPP
according to each
goal and strategy under
the Strategic Plan.

i. Develop an inter-agency water
quality monitoring and reporting program
SLIPP carried out a water quality monitoring program that yielded a
robust three-year data set on water quality. The data support a better
understanding of water quality in Shuswap, Little Shuswap and Mara Lakes
and in the tributaries to the lakes. Between 2011 and 2013, water quality
data were collected, analyzed and reported out.
The monitoring program helped reveal:
• The causes of algae blooms on the lakes in 2008 and 2010
• The source and significance of different kinds of nutrients:
›F
 or example, salmon entering the Shuswap watershed

(lakes and rivers) to spawn are a significant source of nutrients in lake
water quality. This is especially significant in the summer/fall following
a peak spawning year.
›T
 he Shuswap and Salmon Rivers bring the greatest volume of nutrients

to the lakes, mostly from land uses associated with agriculture. This was
suspected and is now confirmed through a study published in 2014:
SLIPP Water Quality Report: Sources of Nutrients.
› Sewage treatment plants, septic tanks and pleasure craft holding tanks
all contribute to nutrient load, but not as significantly as previously
thought. These are nevertheless sources of pollutants and pathogens
that are public health concerns.
The monitoring program confirmed the following:
•	Water quality is good in most locations in and around the lakes. Most
water samples taken in 2011-2013 met government safety guidelines
for drinking water, for swimming and for livestock, fish and wildlife
protection.

ii. Eliminate boat discharge
on the lakes
Greywater discharge (from sinks, showers
and laundry facilities aboard vessels) can
contain bacteria, viruses, pharmaceutical
and personal care products and possibly
carcinogens. A 2010 report commissioned
by SLIPP discussed options to eliminate
greywater discharges into the lakes. It
found that greywater storage and pump-out
facilities may be the most feasible option.
The strategy of eliminating boat discharge
on the lakes was not fully implemented,
however. The cost of developing waste
management infrastructure could not be
covered by the SLIPP pilot project budget,
and this remains an issue to be considered
by partner agencies.
It is important to note that some operators
in the tourism industry have taken positive
steps towards eliminating greywater
discharge and protecting water quality in
recent years. Waterways Houseboats was the
first to demonstrate leadership by proactively
implementing beneficial management
practices. The company refitted its vessels
to fully contain kitchen greywater, removed
washing machines and eliminated hot tub
discharge. It also replaced regular soaps
and cleaners on board with biodegradable
products, replaced faucets with low-flow
fixtures and placed educational materials on
board for guests.
Water quality monitoring at Nielson Beach
on Shuswap Lake in 2011-2012 was aimed at
assessing the impact of houseboat greywater
discharges. This site was chosen because it
had the highest density of boats on the lake.
Bacterial counts were found to be lower than
in previous years, and nutrient levels were
similar to shorelines in other areas. This may
show that voluntary wastewater measures are
having a positive effect.

•	The most pristine water quality is found in the largely undeveloped
Anstey and Seymour Arms
•	In certain lake locations, rivers and streams, high concentrations of
phosphorus, nitrogen or fecal coliform were found. This flags the need
for a management strategy to prevent deterioration of water quality in
and around the lakes.
Full monitoring reports for 2011, 2012 and 2013 are now online, along with
a consolidated 2011-2013 summary.

left & right photo credits: ambersky235
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continued from page 11

iii. Additional issues
The SLIPP Steering Committee identified issues that relate to water quality, but fell outside the scope of the SLIPP Strategic Plan.
The Steering Committee encouraged all agencies to transition away from a narrow focus on lake management to a broader focus
on watershed management and to address nutrient pollution management for the protection of water quality.
Two specific needs were noted as meriting further attention: sewer systems for densely populated areas and boat pump-out
facilities. The Steering Committee considered these to be significant and to merit action if resources can be made available.

GOAL 2: DEVELOPMENT THAT RESPECTS THE ENVIRONMENT AS WELL AS THE
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL INTERESTS
i. Create a comprehensive foreshore and
upland area site sensitivity map for Shuswap
and Mara Lakes

•	To enable each participating agency to realize a more
efficient and effective way of conducting its work
and mandate.

This strategy was implemented. SLIPP catalyzed and
supported the develop of decision-making tools for the
management of shorelines and other sensitive areas by
relevant agencies. These are also valuable tools when
foreshore development is contemplated. Here are highlights
of that work:

The purpose of the committee is to receive submissions
regarding development proposals and to provide advice
and guidance on the proposals from each agency’s
perspective. This model of proposal review is more efficient
and effective than traditional processes. The committee is
advisory only and does not have decision-making authority;
this continues to rest with the statutory authorities.

•	The shorelines of Shuswap, Little Shuswap, Mara and
Mabel Lakes and the Shuswap River were mapped
(“Foreshore Inventory and Mapping”) and classified
according to sensitivity for aquatic life, from very high to
very low (“Aquatic Habitat Index”) *
•	Shoreline mapping data and other data were compiled into
an online, interactive map: the Shuswap Watershed Atlas *
•	Shoreline Management Guidelines were prepared
•	A report was prepared on Nearshore Habitat Use by
Spawning Lake Char and Rearing Rainbow Trout in
Shuswap, Little Shuswap, and Mara Lakes.

ii. Form an inter-agency technical committee to
manage cross-agency development applications
and lake issues
This strategy was implemented. Beginning in 2009
(prior to establishing funds for the SLIPP pilot project), a
Foreshore Development Inter-Agency Technical Committee
was created, with representation from eight government
agencies. Four Shuswap First Nations and the federal
Department of Aboriginal and Northern Development were
also invited to participate on the committee.
The purpose of the committee was two-fold:
•	To provide better service to stakeholders, which
include the public, stewardship groups, agencies
and commercial entities

By spring 2014, the committee was continuing
to meet on an as-needed basis, and it was anticipated that
it would continue to do so. Since the economic downturn in
2008, there have been fewer large developments proposed
on the lakes. Accordingly, the need for the committee to
meet has been infrequent to date, but the improved process
is now in place.

iii. Improve the development application
review process
SLIPP partners worked together to improve the provincial
development application review process, both for
proponents and for the agencies responsible for the
review. The Foreshore Development Inter-Agency Technical
Committee (see ii, above) and the site sensitivity resources
(see i, above) were critical components of this improvement.
SLIPP assisted in implementing a “one-window”
development application process through
FrontCounter BC, which ensures
proponents receive better
information and assistance.
SLIPP made decision-making
tools used by the agencies
available to the public as a
measure of transparency and to
increase understanding of how
decisions are made.

*This work was led by the CSRD with support from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, and was completed before the
SLIPP pilot project.
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“If approvals and
regulatory guidelines are
dealt with in isolation, the
potential for conflict and the
creation of unaligned
objectives is significant.”
– SLIPP Special Report Volume I:
Inter-agency Development Review
Process, 2012, page 5

iv. Create a model for assessing cumulative impacts
This strategy was aimed at how water quality, shorelines and habitat, and the
overall health of the watershed, are impacted by such things as water use,
foreshore development, various activities on the lakes and different sources
of nutrients or contaminants. This is an important and complex area of work.
Regulatory agencies can use such a model to help guide decisions on land or
water use.
Progress was made on identifying the sources of nutrients and contaminants in
the watershed, but a cumulative impacts model was beyond the budget and timeframe of the SLIPP pilot project. It should be noted, however, that methodologies
for assessing cumulative impacts on watersheds are being developed by the BC
Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations.

v. Additional Issues
Some of the SLIPP partner agencies were involved in shoreline restoration demonstration activities in 2012. These
were funded entirely by the Habitat Conservation Trust Fund (separate from SLIPP pilot project funds) and coordinated
through SLIPP. The restorations were done on private land with the voluntary participation of waterfront property
owners and at a public park operated by the Columbia Shuswap Regional District. The work involved dismantling
concrete boat launches and restoring native, natural beachfront.
In the final 18 months of the pilot project, SLIPP leveraged funds from the Habitat Conservation Trust Fund and from
court-awarded funds to remove derelict, abandoned docks from Shuswap and Mara Lakes. The public assisted by
reporting on the location of these docks. In total, 68 abandoned docks were identified, removed and properly disposed
of, making the lakes safer for boating and more aesthetically pleasing.
The issue of abandoned vessels arose late in the SLIPP pilot project. The Steering Committee requested information
to clarify the jurisdictional responsibility for such vessels. The issue is currently a matter for discussion by Transport
Canada, the BC Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations and the Union of BC Municipalities. It is
expected there will be clarification of responsibilities later in 2014.

GOAL 3: DESIRABLE RECREATION
EXPERIENCES THAT ARE SAFE AND
SUSTAINABLE
i. Develop a recreation management plan for
Shuswap and Mara Lakes
This strategy was implemented. The work involved
background research, a recreationist survey, drafting the
Plan with input from the Public Advisory Committee, a
public commenting period and revisions to the draft. In
total, three reports were published:
• Review of Best Practices in Lake-Based Recreation
•	Situation Analysis of Recreation in the Shuswap, which
documents recreation use and issues in the Shuswap
•	Recreation Management Plan for Shuswap, Little
Shuswap, Mara and Adams Lakes [Revised Draft].
left & right photo credits: jaymilesphotography / alex ristea / jeff maurone

ii. Develop a recreation use monitoring and
reporting program
This strategy was not implemented. In 2013 the SLIPP
Steering Committee chose not to pursue implementation
of the Recreation Management Plan (RMP). It was decided
that individual SLIPP partners could implement portions
of the RMP – such as the development and implementation
of a recreation use monitoring and reporting program – if
and when appropriate to do so.

iii. Additional issues
The SLIPP Steering Committee identified the need for a
noise and safety incidents monitoring system. Although
the SLIPP Strategic Plan does not have any strategies
specific to this issue, the draft Recreation Management
Plan (see i, above) has recommendations for addressing
noise and safety.
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SLIPP CROSS-CUTTING STRATEGIES
Create a Professional and Scientific Advisory Group
This strategy was not implemented, but an alternative approach served the
program well. Throughout the pilot project, SLIPP partners had access to
professional and scientific experience housed within the three Technical
Teams. When necessary, other specialists were hired to prepare reports or make
recommendations that were beyond the scope of agency mandates or in-house
expertise. As a result of this approach, it did not appear necessary to strike a
separate Professional and Scientific Advisory Group.

Establish a coordinated annual education, compliance and
enforcement planning process
In the first year of the pilot project (2011), SLIPP helped its partner agencies
to brief each other and coordinate activities to better fulfill their respective
mandates for education, compliance and enforcement. The agencies decided to
increase the presence of officers on the lakes that year.

Create the Shuswap Lake integrated response process
This strategy was partially implemented. SLIPP enabled its partner agencies
with mandates for compliance and enforcement to coordinate their activities
through collective annual planning, resource sharing and reporting. Partway
through the SLIPP pilot project, these activities were coordinated within the
agencies themselves. In this regard, SLIPP played an important role in building
relationships among the agencies and opening lines of communication.

SLIPP STRATEGIC PLAN ACHIEVEMENTS
Vision

Goals

Working together to sustain the health and
prosperity of Shuswap and Mara Lakes
Development that
respects the environment
as well as economic
and social interests

Water quality that
supports public and
environmental health

Desirable recreation
experiences that are
safe and sustainable

Create a comprehensive
foreshore and upland area
site sensitivity map for
Shuswap and Mara Lakes

Develop an
inter-agency water
quality monitoring
and reporting program

Develop a recreation
management plan
for Shuswap and
Mara Lakes

Form the inter-agency
technical committee to
manage cross-agency
development applications
and lake issues

Eliminate boat
discharge on
the lakes

Develop a recreation
use monitoring and
reporting program

ü

ü

Strategies

This strategy was partially
implemented. Watershed
stewardship groups in the
Shuswap play an important
role in public education. SLIPP
helped these groups by providing
them additional educational
resources. The stewards, for their
part, volunteered their time and
assisted in the SLIPP water
quality monitoring program.
As noted earlier, SLIPP had
assistance from the public on its
program to remove abandoned and
derelict docks. People were able to
report the location and description
of abandoned docks for removal
and disposal. On another front,
SLIPP publicized the Province’s
reporting tool for citizens: Report
All Poachers and Polluters (RAPP).
Beyond that, community groups
and other stakeholders played a
very minimal role in compliance,
and no role in enforcement, as
this is within the jurisdiction of
enforcement agencies.

In 2010, after the
planning process
was complete but before
the pilot project was
implemented, SLIPP received
the BC Premier’s Innovation
and Excellence Award

ü





Improve the
development application
review process
ü
Create a model
forassessing
cumulative impacts
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ü

Engage stakeholders in
education, compliance and
enforcement initiatives



Create the Professional and Scientific Advisory Group



Create the Shuswap Lake integrated response process

ü

Establish a coordinated annual education,
compliance and enforcement planning process

ü

Engage stakeholders in education, compliance and enforcement activities

ü


ü
ü

not implemented
partially implemented
fully implemented

Financial Summary
SLIPP PILOT PROJECT REVENUE ($)
2011/12*

2012/13*

2013/14*

Totals

Here are the revenue sources for
SLIPP pilot project, April 1, 2011 –
March 31, 2014. Local government
contributions were funded by
federal gas tax revenues, and were
in accordance with a contribution
agreement. The pilot project also
benefited from in-kind contributions,
in particular the work of staff of
SLIPP partner agencies; these are not
reflected in the revenue table.

Local government contributions
Columbia Shuswap
Regional District

258,900

281,401

241,399

781,700

Thompson-Nicola
Regional District

53,600

53,600

53,600

160,800

City of Salmon Arm

20,000

20,000

20,000

60,000

District of Sicamous

2,500

0

0

2,500

Total Local Government
Contributions

335,000

355,001

314,999

1,005,000

* Fiscal year is April 1 – March 31

Expenses are reported here according to activities and goals of the Strategic Plan.

SLIPP PILOT PROJECT EXPENSES ($)
2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Budget

Actual

Foreshore/Shoreline

50,000

13,195

50,000

48,460

50,000

43,039

Water Quality

130,000

98,855

130,000

130,331

165,000

165,708

Recreation

35,000

23,450

35,000

75,200

35,000

19,458

Compliance and
Enforcement

35,000

33,604

35,000

4,431

0

0

Education,
Communication,
Engagement

45,000

49,390

45,000

25,180

45,000

25,418

Administration,
Reporting, Meetings

40,000

45,316

40,000

46,431

40,000

67,576

Totals

335,000

263,809

335,000

330,033

335,000

321,199

Strategic Plan Goals

Surplus as of
March 31, 2014

89,959
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“Collaborative
approaches enrich
decision-making and
provide additional support for
increasingly resource-strapped
senior governments.”
– A Blueprint for Watershed Governance
in British Columbia, POLIS Project on
Ecological Governance,
2014, page 5

Conclusions and Recommendations
Much was accomplished in the development of the Shuswap Lake
Integrated Planning Process Strategic Plan, and over the course of
the three-year pilot project.
Collaboration was the greatest strength of SLIPP, and also its
greatest challenge.
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Through this collaborative process, SLIPP’s partner agencies across the
Shuswap watershed were able to share information with each other and
the public more effectively than ever before. They were also able to
pool resources and coordinate efforts on a number of projects to avoid
duplication and achieve better results. This approach proved valuable
in improving an inter-agency application process and in undertaking
research, education and a comprehensive water quality monitoring and
reporting program for the Shuswap watershed.
At the same time, bringing together multiple agencies, orders of government
and the community under one umbrella was challenging. SLIPP had to create
a new roadmap to achieve a balance of representation and a process for
making decisions, setting work priorities and making recommendations.
Most significantly, each partner agency had its own area or areas of
responsibility, including regulatory or enforcement roles. SLIPP was not a
regulatory body, and had no policy-making, regulatory or enforcement role.
Nevertheless, public concern about regulatory enforcement was at times
directed at SLIPP, particularly with respect to foreshore development issues.
There was therefore an ongoing need to clarify the role of SLIPP as distinct
from the roles of its individual partner agencies.
Overall, the value of a collaborative process greatly outweighed the
challenges. Based on the experience of the three-year pilot project,
SLIPP makes the following recommendations to inform future
watershed-based initiatives:
•	Ensure that key interests are represented in the process. Ensure
equitable contributions, and clearly document the roles and
responsibilities of all participants.
•	Ensure transparency throughout the process, such as on mandate,
decisions, activities and expenses
• Base decisions on the best available information, science and data
•	Follow a course of action that focuses on those results best achieved
through collaboration and also on long-term benefits
• Pursue opportunities for public education and engagement.
The work of SLIPP is now complete. For more information, visit
the SLIPP web archive or contact the Fraser Basin Council.
T: 250 314-9660 | E: info@slippbc.ca | W: www.slippbc.ca
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